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Advertising impact study 
Lindt & Sprüngli

In October 2015 a study was commissioned to assess the advertising 
impact of the Lindt & Sprüngli campaign for the new Grand Plaisir range. 
The three chocolate bare were advertised for the first time by means  
of out-of-home advertising. The poster campaign ran for a total of two 
weeks at prime POS sites owned by Clear Channel Switzerland.

The results are extremely gratifying: The campaign achieved a high level 
of awareness and activation potential.

Clear Channel Schweiz AG     T +41 (0)58 455 55 00

Product launch achieves aided  
recognition level of 34% by  
means of posters displayed at  
the point of sale.
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Results

The new Grand Plaisir products achieve an aided recognition level from 0% to an impressive 34%.

25% of those questioned said they liked the campaign very much. Among respondents who gave  
the campaign 5–7 marks the figure was as high as 56%.

12% could remember having seen the campaign (the normal figure is between 7% and 19%) 

The campaign was perceived as (very) appealing by one in two people.

Lindt & Sprüngli – Advertising impact study

Respondents who had seen the posters showed significantly higher levels of approval with regard to 
intention to purchase (6% v. 2%). And brand recognition is also significantly higher among people  
who have seen the posters.
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Lindt & Sprüngli – Advertising impact study

The activation potential of the campaign is higher when the posters have been seen.

n= * low number under 30

Einkaufszentren
Total  

n = 401
Have seen posters 

n = 47
Have not seen posters 

n = 354

Liked (posters)
25%  

n = 100
45%  

n = 21
22%  

n = 79

Appeal (posters are appealing)
26%  

n = 104
45%  

n = 21
23%  

n = 83

Relevance (message of posters 
is relevant)

9%  
n = 35

21%  
n = 10*

7%  
n = 25*

Appeal (posters are appealing)
17%  

n = 67
30%  
n = 14

15%  
n = 53

Activation (posters tempt viewer 
to try Grand Plaisir products)

8%  
n = 31

21%  
n = 10*

6%  
n = 21*

POS posters address the relevant target group
– chocolate lovers.

Basis: 401 respondents; male and female householders aged 18–72 in German-speaking Switzerland who had visited a Coop branch in the past 14 days  
Source: GfK Switzerland AG

Positive significant difference compared  
with comparative segment shown
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